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“The magazine market continues to see a decline in
circulation, with digital growth failing to offset declining
print sales. With such a wealth of free content available
online, magazines must offer exclusive, curated content,
while current affairs titles must emphasise trust and factchecking to gain trust often lacking on social media."
– Matt King, Category Director – Technology and
Media
This report looks at the following areas:
For strong magazine brands, there are opportunities to boost revenue by moving into new markets,
such as podcasting and events.
•
•

There remains a market for print but environmental standards are vital
Expanding magazine brands into new markets is key for success
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Total Film appeals to a younger, more affluent readership
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Figure 33: Key metrics for selected brands, September 2019
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Increasing focus on interests rather than gender norms
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Figure 44: Interest-specific magazines read in the last six months, August 2019
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